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LS2 MX453 Adventure Helmet
by Paul H. Smith

An advantage to working for the media is access to a lot of gear. But, at ADVMo-
to we have a rule—we don’t review products that haven’t made the grade. That 
said, when asked to review the LS2 MX453 Adventure I didn’t know much about 
the brand at that time, and assumed it was just another ho-hum helmet design.

Well, I couldn’t have been more wrong. The MX453 breaks with pretty much 
every other visored dual-sport helmet. At a bit over three pounds, it’s light-
weight, comfortable, unusually aerodynamic, has great visibility, and is very 
budget-friendly.

Easily the most unique feature is the aerodynamic quality of this helmet’s 
design. LS2 skeletonizes the peak to allow for much improved airflow while not 
hindering the sunshade effect. The result is the first peaked helmet that doesn’t 
catch the air and tug (sometimes whip) my head upwards when riding at high 
speeds. To complement that, the helmet also has a pronounced V-shaped front 
that contributes to its amazing low drag and stability.

The MX453’s moisture-wicking liner is cut using 3D laser technology. This 
results in a liner that better conforms to the head’s shape and contributes to the 
helmet’s comfort without the usual annoying hot spots. What’s not to like? Due 
to the wind-cutting V-curved front, there’s a compromise in that the visor’s shape 
has a tendency to distort when opened about an inch or more. I’m not a big fan 
of D-ring straps, either, and would like to see more manufacturers using the new 
quick-release buckles. But, at this price point, that’s digging deep to complain. 
Perhaps LS2 will consider manufacturing a higher-end version in the future.

If you’re looking for a dual-sport helmet that works well both on- and off-road, 
check out the MX453 by LS2. Need another reason to look into LS2? Last year 
LS2 helmets were seen on at least 40 riders in the Dakar Rally, including five-time 
winner Cyril Despres. MSRP: $169.95 LS2helmets.us

PROS
 Excellent aerodynamics

 Lightweight

 Ridiculously low price point

CONS
 Could use a modern strap design

 Slight parabolic effect when visor is 
partially open

Innovative Products from 
MachineArtMoto
by Paul H. Smith

A few months ago, the folks at MachineArtMoto sent us a sampling of their 
impressive products to review. MAM manufactures custom armor upgrades 
as well as various improved splash guards for BMW motorcycles. “Art” is very 
much a part of their product line, and the outstanding craftsmanship and fit 
reflect this aspect of the company’s name. But, don’t be fooled into thinking 
MAM’s upgrades are just pretty bolt-ons. Built for durability, these parts 
not only increase protection, but play a vital role in reducing maintenance. 
Installation is remarkably easy, too.

X-Head Cylinder Guards are thick, tough and wide to protect both the valve 
and spark plug covers of the boxer’s opposing cylinders. They’re molded 
from an impact-modified nylon polymer, with a high resistance to heat or 
chemicals, a design that’s far tougher than the stock magnesium cylinder 
covers they replace. In a crash, in addition to a good set of engine crash bars, 
the X-Head Cylinder Guards are likely to be your next line of defense to keep 
you going, or in the worst case, prevent expensive repairs.

Continued on page 24
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Dainese Carroarmato  
Gore-Tex Boots
by Nicole Espinosa

Dainese throws their hat into the adventure ring in a big way with 
the perfect cross between off-road MX and adventure touring 
with the Carroarmato. Out of the box, these boots were extremely 
comfortable, and were the ideal boot to test on my recent three-
week, 3,500-mile solo journey around the southwestern United 
States. I experienced weather ranging from the heat of the Sonoran 
desert in southern Arizona to snow at 9,000 feet in Dillon, Colorado, 
and sleet and rain as I returned home to California. In every weather 
test, these boots knocked it out of the park. The Gore-Tex gaiter 
inner liner allowed breathability in the heat, to avoid any feeling 
of clamminess, and kept my feet warm for hours in the snow with 
adhesive toe warmers from Yaktrax. The rain I encountered was 
enough to demo their waterproof capabilities, even though they 
weren’t submerged in deep water crossings. These boots stood up 
with flying colors against four seasons in one trip.

Dainese has designed a waterproof adventure boot where 
optimum fit is acheived through adjustable aluminum cam-lock 
buckles and Velcro top closures. Their full-grain leather chassis 
houses generous TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) panels on the 
shin, toe, ankle and heel to provide quality heat-welded armor 
beneath a design that boasts fine attention to detail. The inside 
of the boot sports split-grain leather to enhance a higher grip 
interface with the motorcycle. 

The best attribute of these boots is their comfort off the bike. 
Reaching hiking landscapes is easy enough with their non-slip 
soles, making an extra pair of hiking boots unnecessary. And as 
we already knew, the Italians have cornered the market on “good 
looking.”    MSRP: $369.95 Dainese.com

PROS
 Extreme comfort

 Enough armor for adventure riders

 Decent price point for waterproof capabilities

 Four-season boot

CONS
 Might not be enough armor for extreme  
off-roaders

 Buckles have to be adjusted to the right  
tension or they pop open

 Might have to adjust shift lever for ease  
of shifting

The MudSling is an innovative guard that deflects tar, mud, 
water and rocks away from the rear monoshock and surrounding 
parts. It also reduces maintenance by preventing pitting of the 
swingarm and shock spring. Aside from general use, if you’re a 
hardcore off-roader, this is a bolt-on must-have. How well does 
it do the job? After 18,000 miles of severe rain, mud, gravel and 
road kill, it’s amazing how pristine my rear shock still looks. The 
Mudsling is so effective that cleaning the rear shock is a snap.

If you think of MachineArtMoto’s products as increased 
insurance against potential damage you can’t go wrong.
X-HEAD FIT: BMW ’05–’09 GS, RT, S, R, ST, HP2, MegaMoto, 
and 2010 R1200R   MSRP: $169  MUDSLING FIT: BMW 
’05–’09 hexhead models and 2010 R1200R; R1200R, standard 
suspension, all years; R1200R with ESA, all years.  MSRP: $97  
MachineArtMoto.com

PROS
 Improved crash protection

 Flawless engineering quality

 Great styling mixed with functionality

CONS
 Too tempting to pass up!
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